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Welcome to the 111th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize the academic effort and remarkable personal commitment put forward by our graduating students. As you look around, you can appreciate our need to use an arena of this size and one that is now named the UWM Panther Arena. It is only appropriate, then, that you are the first class to graduate in this outstanding facility that is clearly representative of our Panther Pride!

As we celebrate our graduates, we should also look to them with a great sense of hope. For some, the work of a university and how it impacts students is viewed as complete when students conclude their studies. This is not so at UWM. This is an age of collaboration and lifelong discovery. UWM students, alumni, faculty and staff are increasingly involved in partnerships with area businesses, industries, community and non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions. These collaborations lead to – and create – more jobs throughout the region for our students after they graduate. You’ve set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. They are the final members of our Class of 2014. When combined with those who preceded them in May, the Class of 2014 is well over 5,300 students.

To all our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my warmest congratulations.

Best regards,

Mark A. Mone
Interim Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and, in 1951 became Wisconsin State College. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- **BLUE VIOLET**—Architecture
- **WHITE**—Art
- **BROWN**—Art/Dance/Drama
- **BEIGE**—Business Administration
- **LIGHT BLUE**—Education
- **ORANGE**—Engineering/Computer Science
- **PEACOCK**—Human Resources & Labor Relations
- **LEMON**—Library & Information Science
- **PINK**—Music
- **APRICOT**—Nursing
- **GOLD**—Science
- **CITRON**—Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors:** The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.
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PROGRAM

UWM Panther Arena
December 14, 2014

PRELUDE
  UWM Wind Ensemble
  Mark Norman, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
  Rachael Elayne Zientek, Vocalist

WELCOME
  Mark A. Mone, Interim Chancellor
  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
  Michael J. Falbo, Regent President
  UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
  David Misky, President
  UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
  Beth M. Pritchard
  Principal and Strategic Advisor
  Sunrise Beauty Studio

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
  Mark A. Mone, Interim Chancellor
  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

RECESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Recessional
BETH M. PRITCHARD currently serves as Principal and Strategic Advisor to Sunrise Beauty Studio, a company developing third party personal care products and fine fragrances. Ms. Pritchard had served as North American Advisor 2008-2013 for The Alshaya Group, the world’s largest franchisee group based in the Middle East. Ms. Pritchard brought her American-style specialty retail knowledge to the operations of Alshaya, a $2.7 billion global operation with over 70 brands and vast brick-and-mortar holdings in 19 countries and over 2,600 stores throughout the Middle East and North Africa, Russia, Turkey and Europe.

Previously Ms. Pritchard was President and CEO, then Vice-Chairman of Dean & DeLuca where she oversaw the revamping and revitalization of the catalog and web businesses as well as establishing their Middle East franchising operations.

Perhaps best known for her role as President and CEO of Bath & Body Works, a purveyor of healthy, natural, good-for-you beauty products, Ms. Pritchard grew a tiny company based in Columbus, Ohio into a national chain of over 1,600 stores with sales over $2 billion, establishing Bath & Body Works as the fastest-growing specialty retailer of the decade. With virtually no advertising, Ms. Pritchard created a powerful and vibrant brand recognized by more than 95% of American women. During the same period, Ms. Pritchard served as CEO for The White Barn Candle Company, which she founded, with sales of $200 million. She also was CEO of Victoria’s Secret Beauty with sales of $400 million.

Prior to joining Bath & Body Works, Ms. Pritchard was the first woman to become Vice President at SC Johnson, a family-owned company in Racine, Wisconsin. There she supervised the global insect control brands, including Raid Insecticides and Off! repellants and established ground-breaking strategic alliances with major multi-nationals in Germany.

Ms. Pritchard earned her MBA at Marquette University, studied International Business Management at Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management in Lucerne Switzerland and has attended and spoken at numerous international business seminars.

Ms. Pritchard currently serves on the Board of Directors for The Vitamin Shoppe, Cabela’s, Inc., Loblaw Companies Limited and Borderfree, Inc. Ms. Pritchard previously served on the Boards of Intimate Brands, Albertsons, Borders Books, Ecolab, Shoppers Drug Mart (acquired by Loblaw March 2014) and Zale Corp (acquired by Signet May 2014).

Ms. Pritchard is married and has a daughter.
DOCTORAL DEGREES AWARDED

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

*Indicates August 2014 Graduate

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANTHROPOLOGY

Seth A. Schneider
“Social, Political, and Economic Interaction between Three Oneota Localities in Eastern Wisconsin during Late Prehistory:
Major Professor: Robert Jeske

ARCHITECTURE

Caitlin Boyle Moriarty
Major Professors: Arijit Sen and Anna Andrzejewski

*Sara Khorshidyifard
“Hidden in Plain Sight: Tehran’s Empowering Protean Spaces”
Major Professor: Linda Krause

Giuseppe Mazzone
“Geometry of Faith: A Stereotomic Reconstruction of Sainte-Anne-la-Royale in Paris by Guarino Guarini”
Major Professor: Donald Hanlon

Leyla Sanati
“Subdivided Windows with Mixed Shading Devices: A Daylighting Solution for Effective Integration of Occupants into the Building Environment Control”
Major Professor: D. Michael Utzinger

*B. Jonathan Unaka
“The Cape Verde Project: Teaching Ecologically Sensitive and Socially Responsive Design”
Major Professor: D. Michael Utzinger

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Fnu Ashish Anshu
“Kin Kinase Pathway in Yeast Unfolded Protein Response”
Major Professor: Madhusudan Dey

Christopher Houghton
“Round Goby-induced Change in Young of Year Yellow Perch Habitat Selection”
Major Professor: John Janssen

Sampada Suresh Kharade
“Novel Protein Secretion and Chitin Utilization Machinery of Flavobacterium johnsoniae”
Major Professor: Mark McBride

Elizabeth M. Kierepka
“Landscape Genetics of the American Badger: Understanding Challenges with Elusive Species”
Major Professor: Emily Latch

Shubahjit Mitra
“Interaction of Rhizobium sp. Strain IRBG74 with Legume (Sesbania cannabina) and Cereal (Oryza saliva)”
Major Professor: Gyaneshwar Prasad

Katrina Lynn Olsen
“Ultrastructural Changes during Pollen Wall Development and Germination in Arabidopsis thaliana”
Major Professor: Heather Owen

Ishwariya Venkatesh
“Gene Regulatory Mechanisms Driving Central Nervous System Regeneration in Zebrafish”
Major Professor: Ava Udvadia
BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS

Wachiraporn Arunothong
“Three Essays on Propensity to Disclose Medical Information through Formal and Social Information Technologies”
Major Professor: Derek Nazareth

CHEMISTRY

Taher Ababneh
“Design and Implementation of a Near-field Scanning Optical Module for Inverted Microscopes”
Major Professor: Jorg Woehl

Mohammad Mojibul Haque
“Modification of Pyrimidine and Purine Nucleotides by ‘Click’ Chemistry: Design, Synthesis and Properties Study”
Major Professor: Xiaohua Peng

Matthew M. Huisman
“Asymmetric Synthesis of Tryptophan Derivatives and Its Application to Streamlined Synthesis of Tryprostatin B”
Major Professor: Mahmun Hossain

Mohammad Ali Namdarghanbari
“Cellular Zinc Trafficking: The Zinc Proteome and Its Reactions with Cadmium”
Major Professor: David Petering

*Dharaben D. Shah
“Mechanism of the Hydroxylation Reactions Catalyzed by 4-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate Dioxygenase and Hydroxymandelate Synthase”
Major Professor: Graham Moran

Natalia Stein
“Spectroscopic and Electrochemical Studies of Shewanella oneidensis Cytochrome c Nitrite Reductase, and Improving c-heme Expression Systems”
Major Professor: Andy Pacheco

COMMUNICATION

Andrew William Cole
“College Student Lay Health Information Mediary Behavior: An Examination of eHealth Literacy and Unrequested Health Advice”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

Kaori Miyawaki
“Constructing Loyalty, Citizenship, and National Identity: A Rhetorical History of the Japanese American Incarceration”
Major Professor: Leslie Harris

Kim Marie Omachinski
“The Transition to College – An Acculturation Comparison: First-Year College Students and International Students”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

*Kimberly K. Smith
“Balancing Work and Life in a Virtual World: The Impact of Boundary Management, Virtuality, and Climate on Organizational Identification”
Major Professor: Kathryn Fonner

ECONOMICS

Azrina Abdullah Al-Hadi
“Three Essays on Railroad Cost”
Major Professor: James Peoples

Alice Kones
“Monetary Uncertainty and Economic Uncertainty on Money Demand in Africa”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

*Ali Moghtaderi
“Three Essays in Health and Education”
Major Professor: Scott Adams

Mehdi Shoja
“Three Essays on Bayesian Econometrics and Financial Markets”
Major Professor: Kundan Kishor
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

*Leah Brittnacher
“The Role of the Personal and Contextual Factors on Emergent Literacy Skills”
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

*Gregory L. Callan
“Self-regulated Learning (SRL) Microanalysis for Mathematical Problem Solving: A Comparison of a SRL Event Measure, Questionnaires, and a Teacher Rating”
Major Professor: Timothy Cleary

Kevin Cappaert
“Dissecting the Impact of DIF/DBF on Ability Estimation and Person Fit”
Major Professor: Cindy Walker

Laura M. Carter
“Disordered Eating and Spiritual Well-being in College Women”
Major Professor: Anthony Hains

*Arpita Ghosh
“Asian Parents and their College Age Children: Examining Family Influence on Careers”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

Heather M. Jones
“Predicting Treatment Outcome at Follow-up in Adolescent Patients with Obsessive-compulsive Disorder”
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

*Ashley L. Kies
“Division I Collegiate Women Athletic Directors’ Perceptions of Sexism and Career Experiences”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

*Ethan Schwehr
“The Effects of Intentional Teacher Professional Development in Response to Intervention on Teachers’ Knowledge and Self-efficacy”
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

Shuwen Tang
“Inferential Procedures for Dominance Analysis Measures in Multiple Regression”
Major Professor: Razia Azen

*Yao Wen
“DIF Analyses in Multilevel Data: Identification and Effects on Ability Estimates”
Major Professor: Cindy Walker

ENGINEERING

*Vahid Alizadeh
“A Rapid Construction Technique for Bridge Abutments Using Controlled Low Strength Materials (CLSM)”
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

*Lisa Bosman
“A Decision Support System to Analyze, Predict, and Evaluate Solar Energy System Performance: PVSYSCO (Photovoltaic System Comparison)”
Major Professor: Wilkistar Otieno

Leah R. Enders
“Role of Sensation in Altered Phalanx Grip Force in Persons with Stroke”
Major Professor: Na Jin Seo

Mustafa Farrah
“A Bayesian Approach for Diffusion Weighted Images Reconstruction”
Major Professor: Chiu Tai Law

Marissa Rae Jablonski
“Sustainable Decolorization of Reactive and Acid Dye Wastewater Using Photo-fenton Oxidation both with and without Biodegradation: Laboratory and field Studies”
Major Professor: John Reisel

Randall S. Jackson
“Experimental and Numerical Study of Turbulence Using Small Wind Turbines”
Major Professor: Ryoichi Amano

Arash Kialashaki
“Evaluation and Forecast of Energy Consumption in Different Sectors of the United States Using Artificial Neural Networks”
Major Professor: John Reisel
*Haejune Kim
“Novel Substrate-bound Hybrid Nanomaterials for Anode Electrodes in Lithium-ion Batteries”
Major Professor: Junhong Chen

*Muhammad Abdulrahman Abdulghani Mushref
“Propagation of an Optical Vortex in Fiber Arrays with Triangular Lattices”
Major Professor: Chiu-Tai Law

Divyeshkumar K. Patel
“On the Dynamics of Frictional Heat Generation in Extreme Speed Motion”
Major Professor: Emmanuel Y. A. Wornyoh

Amir Hossein Shahrinia
“Probability Models for Wind-penetrated Power Systems”
Major Professor: David Yu

Ashishkumar K. Solanki
“Networked Microgrid for Distribution System Support”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Qudsia Tahmina
“Coding Strategies for Cochlear Implants under Adverse Environments”
Major Professor: Yi Hu

Xinxin Wang
“A Modeling and Experimental Investigation of Bacteria Transport in Beach Groundwater”
Major Professor: Qian Liao

*James Williams
“A Computer Learning Environment for Novice JAVA Programmers that Supports Cognitive Load Reducing Adaptations and Dynamic Visualizations of Computer Memory”
Major Professor: Susan McRoy

*Qing Zhang
“Complex Network Analysis for Scientific Collaboration Prediction and Prediction and Biological Hypothesis Generation”
Major Professor: Susan McRoy

Cunyu Zhao
“Novel Nanostructured Materials for Solar Fuel Production and Advanced Rechargeable Batteries”
Major Professor: Ying Li

**ENGLISH**

Royal Brevväxling
“Radical Reflection: Toward the Transformation of Everyday Composition Teaching and Learning”
Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

*Christopher Drew
“We Eat This Gold”
Major Professor: Liam Callanan

*Jennifer Kontny
“A Pedagogy of Persistence: Access through Arrangement in the Age of New Media”
Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

Hyong-jun Moon
“The Post-Apocalyptic Turn: A Study of Contemporary Apocalyptic and Post-Apocalyptic Narrative”
Major Professor: Peter Paik

*Julie Nelson
“Phantom Rhetorics: From Pathos to Affect”
Major Professor: Dennis Lynch

Anna Kuroczycka Schultes
“Caring & Cleaning ‘On Par’: The Work of Au Pairs & Housecleaners in the Chicagoland Area”
Major Professor: Rachel Buff

Kara van de Graaf
“Dear Satellite”
Major Professor: Rebecca Dunham

Michelle L. Van Wert Kosalka
“‘Tales’ of Text and Culture: Tropes of Imperialism, Women’s Roles, Technologies of Representation, and Collaborative Meaning-Making in Rita Golden Gelman’s Tales of a Female Nomad, Female Nomad and Friends, and Personal Website”
Major Professor: Peter Sands
ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

Lori S. Ahrenhoerster
“Impact of Gestational Exposure to 2, 3, 7, 8-
Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin on T
Lymphocyte Development”
Major Professor: Michael Laiosa

GEOGRAPHY

*Gregg Nathan Culver
“Recommitting to the Car? The Politics of
Multimodal Transportation in Wisconsin”
Major Professor: Linda McCarthy

Wei Huang
“Spatial Dimensions of Tower Karst and Cockpit
Karst: A Case Study of Guilin, China”
Major Professor: Michael Day

HEALTH SCIENCES

Angela M. Benfield
“Developing a Measure of Evidence Informed
Professional Thinking”
Major Professor: Mark Johnston

Rhiannon Seneli
“Foot Joint Coupling and EMG Patterns in
Habitual Forefoot and Rearfoot Runners”
Major Professor: Stephen Cobb

INFORMATION STUDIES

Dalal Albudaiwi
“The Impact of Culture and Religion on the
Perception of Freedom of Expression
between Older and Younger Generations in
South Africa and State of Kuwait: An
International and Comparative Study”
Major Professor: Johannes Britz

*Edward Albert Benoit III
“#MPLP: A comparison of Domain Novice and
Expert User-generated Tags in a Minimally
Processed Digital Archive”
Major Professor: Iris Xie

*Chunsheng Huang
“Understanding Novice Users’ Help-seeking
Behavior in Digital Libraries: Influence of
Learning Styles”
Major Professor: Iris Xie

Jeremy John Mauger
“One Click Away: Policy, Technology and Internet
Content Regulation”
Major Professor: Michael Zimmer

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

*Abdullah Al Bizri
“Three Essays on the Role of IT in Environmental
Sustainability: Motivating Individuals to Use
Green IT, Enhancing their User Experience,
and Promoting Electricity Conservation”
Major Professor: Mariam Zahedi

Shuyuan Deng
“Three Essays on Opinion Mining of Social
Media Texts”
Major Professors: Atish Sinha and Huimin Zhao

Jihye Lee
“Why Do People Give? Similarity Based
Persuasion on Charitable Appeals and Self-
presentation in Social Media”
Major Professor: Laura Peracchio

*Wanxi Li
“Production Scheduling in Integrated Steel
Manufacturing”
Major Professor: Anthony Ross

Yanxin Liu
Litigation on Control Rights, R&D Alliance
Formation and Technological Innovation”
Major Professor: Edward Levitas

*Shaoqiong Zhao
“Three Essays on Consumers’ Activities in the
Online Domain”
Major Professor: Sanjoy Ghose
Doctoral Degrees

MATHEMATICS

* Diana Thomson La Corte
  “Newton’s Method Backpropagation for Complex-valued Holomorphic Neural Networks: Algebraic and Analytic Properties”
  Major Professor: Yi Ming Zou

* Jeremy Alan Osborne
  “Statistical Hyperbolicity of Relatively Hyperbolic Groups”
  Major Professor: G. Christopher Hruska

Pete Sparks
  “Contractible n-Manifolds and the Double n-Space Property”
  Major Professor: Craig Guibault

NURSING

Lisa Anderson-Antle
  “Effects of Photobiomodulation in Osteoclast Formation in Vitro: A Pilot Study”
  Major Professor: Karen Morin

Claudia S. Derman
  “Use of Secure Messaging by U. S. Veterans and Significant Others”
  Major Professor: Karen Morin

* Michelle Nelson
  “Continuous Positive Airway Pressure Use and Mild Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS)”
  Major Professor: Jennifer Doering

* Monique Ridosh
  “Factors Associated with Parent Depressive Symptoms and Family Quality of Life in Families with and without Adolescents and Young Adults with Spina Bifida”
  Major Professor: Kathleen Sawin

John G. Rosselli
  “The Lived Experiences of How Graduate Nursing Faculty Experience the Sense of Presence in the Online Courses They Teach”
  Major Professor: Patricia Stevens

PHYSICS

* Justin Ellis
  “Searching for Gravitational Waves Using Pulsar Timing Arrays”
  Major Professor: Xavier Siemens

PSYCHOLOGY

* David Baruch
  “Lived Experiences of Orthodox Jewish Professionals Working with At-risk Youth in the Orthodox Community”
  Major Professor: Susan Lima

Caitlin Fichtner
  “Teaching Discriminated Social Approaches to Individuals with Angelman Syndrome”
  Major Professor: Jeffrey Tiger

* James Otis
  “Memory Retrieval is maintained by Intrinsic and Synaptic Plasticity in Prelimbic Cortex”
  Major Professor: Devin Mueller

* Emily Ricketts
  “A Randomized Waitlist-controlled Trial of Voice over Internet Protocol-delivered Behavior Therapy for Chronic Tic Disorders”
  Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman

* Chenghui Song
  “Neurophysiological and Morphological Plasticity in Rat Hippocampus and Medial Prefrontal Cortex Following Trace Fear Conditioning”
  Major Professor: James Moyer

Shaun S. Stearns
  “The Effects of Diet on the Experience of Anxiety, Depression and Acute Stress”
  Major Professor: Raymond Fleming

* Faye van der Fluit
  “Autism Spectrum Disorder Symptomatology in Verbal Children with Williams Syndrome”
  Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman
*Angela Wendorf
“Equity of Social Support and Its Relationship with Depression, Anxiety, and Antiretroviral Medication Adherence among Seroconcordant Dyads of HIV-positive African Americans and their Informal Supporters”
Major Professor: Katie Mosack

SOCIAL WORK

*Colleen Janczewski
“Differential Response and Agency Decision Making: A National Study of Child Neglect Cases”
Major Professor: Steven McMurtry

URBAN EDUCATION

Nicole M. Butt
“Differences in the Extent of Use of Culture in the Classroom between Indigenous and Non-indigenous Teachers and the Relationship to Student Reported Academic Achievement in Reading and Math”
Major Professor: Tracy Posnanski

Catherine M. Clarksen
“Why Teachers Study: Elementary Teachers Share Perceptions of the Job Since Legislative Reforms in Wisconsin”
Major Professors: Leigh Wallace and Latish Reed

Les T. Johnson
“Transgender College Student Activists: The Intersections of Identities”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

Kristina Kaljo
“Exposing the Brilliant Facets of Pedagogical Content Knowledge: A Collective Case Study”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

Nikki Logan
“Ways in Which Teachers Structure Reading Instruction for Bilingual Students with Disabilities: A Case Study Analysis”
Major Professor: Elizabeth Drame

Dana Elizabeth Monogue
“The Impact of Changing Student Demographics on Suburban School Leadership”
Major Professor: Elise Frattura

Amy June Rowley
“American Sign Language Advanced Studies Programs: Implementation Procedures and Identifying Empowering Practices”
Major Professor: Amy Otis-Wilborn

*Amy J. Zientek
“Effective Elements of Science Teacher Professional Development”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

URBAN STUDIES

*Jennifer T. Fink
“Assessing the Impact of an Incentivized Employee Wellness Program on Participation and Weight”
Major Professor: Douglas Ihrke

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Martha Abbott Creed
Danielle Marie Goeman

*Diane M. Keyes

*Colleen Paramesh
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Brittney Durham
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ANTHROPOLOGY/ LIBRARY SCIENCE
Master of Science and Master of Library and Information Science
Andrew Dicks
Shukrani Kiesha Gray

ARCHITECTURE/ URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
Mitchell Allen Baker

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ NURSING
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Rachael Lynn Shaw

HISTORY/LIBRARY SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Steven William Colagiovanni
Kadie Kroening Seitz
Kathryn Elizabeth Weisbeck

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Emily Anderson
Cherise Beardsley
Jay-Sun Bowman
Sharmelle Brooks
Lucas Andrew Cromell
Matthew Dean Dale
Megan Kathleen Faherty
Elaine Gustafson
Aruna Maria Halala
Katharine Amy Stubbsendick Hayden
Megan Julia Horvath
Karina Raye Kirchmeier
Tasha Little
Melissa Marthol
Keli Lynn Melcher
Jennifer Rose O’Connell
Roshanda Renee Pinson
Stephen David Plum
Jada Reynolds
Phillip Rhymes
Megan Lynn Schrader
Silvia Araceli Serna
Elizabeth Ann Simpson
Jessica Tormey

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Amanda Margaret Balistreri
Jacquelyn I. Bluma
Kaitlin Anne Kincade
Sarah Frances Klingman-Cole
Tabitha Kukes
Megan Elizabeth Leigl
Devyn Janelle McIlraith
Sara T. Miller
Jenna Leigh Mortensen

Kirsten Marie Mottl
Sarah Elizabeth Smith

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture
Alexa Rebekah Carlson
Laura Katherine Gainer
Derek Paul Hansen
Meaghan Jean Huston
Tad Alexander Jameyfield
Joel Matthew Koeppen
Jared Robert Kraft
Matthew J. Lathrum
Iain Morris
Ben Robert Penlesky
Adam David Person
Amanda Kay Pirlot
Dustin Roosa
Jonathan David Schedler
Ryan Henry Shortridge
Wacharapong Tumwasorn
Jessie Lee Vega

ART
Master of Arts
Chadwick Jickling-Noeller

ART HISTORY
Master of Fine Arts
Geoffrey David Schwartz

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Mitali Ajit Gandhi
Matthew Christopher Pickens
Srishi Upasana Sahu
Luke David Spychalla
Rachael Marie Toldness
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES  
*Master of Science*

Alaa Almatrook  
Sopitsuda Bunnag  
Felice Chen  
Megan Johnson  
Nizar Ahmed Khamjan  
Massa Mafi  
Melissa Marie Riter  
Naoki S. Shimoyama

BUSINESS  
*ADMINISTRATION*  
*Master of Business Administration*

Sangeeta Edwin  
Andrea Lois Barnett Glattfelter  
Ezekiel James Gipson  
Jeffery Allan Grzybowski  
Jessica Nicole Jackson  
Donald Lorraine Jones II  
Joseph Kren  
Rebekah Louise Picard  
Mark Rommelfanger  
Aaron Robert Stelzer  
William Mitchell Ticoras

CHEMISTRY  
*Master of Science*

Alaknanda Amin-patel  
Poonam Biawat  
Belaynesh Dejene Feleke Veronica  
Maria  
Marco Alvarez

COMMUNICATION  
*Master of Arts*

Adam Michael Drent  
Kristen Leigh Pascale

COMMUNICATION  
*SCIENCES & DISORDERS*  
*Master of Science*

Noelle Suzanne Boettcher  
Hannah Lynn David  
Bridget Foley  
Natalie Jane Gahan  
Carolyn Jane Gromacki  
Kaitlin Ruth Hedman  
Jason Wayne Hetelle  
Vinaya Hindane Kulkarni  
Margaret Hannah Long  
Gretchen Faith Metcalf  
Lynne Milbrath  
Lindsey Mohr  
Breana Dolores Mudrock  
Elizabeth Pettitt  
Melissa L. Pinke  
Katelin Lynn Redmann  
Brianna Lea Schaffit  
Kyla Marie Schaub  
Maricel Guillet Schulte  
Michelle Annick Skoien  
Carolyn Rene Smith  
Valerie A. Stoffer  
Michelle Mary Thiel  
Lauren Catherine Tkachuk

COMPUTER SCIENCE  
*Master of Science*

Chandana Devabaktina  
Hanu Karunya Lakshmi Dhandapani  
Asher Imtiaz  
Achint Lala  
Enjia Li  
Prasanthi Murikinati  
Ramya Nadig  
Luis Fernando Quintero  
Kenneth Baptiste Wind-Payagde  
Tapsoba  
Daniel Joseph Ursin  
Di Zu

CRIMINAL JUSTICE  
*Master of Science*

Sonja Andrea Bauer  
Lonnie Alan Fischer  
Brandon Lee Hunter

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS  
*OF EDUCATION*  
*Master of Science*

Ryan William Galaszewski  
Rachel Neal  
Karen J. Coy Romano  
Spence Voss
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION  
Master of Science
Amanda Joy Beilke
Nick Jeffery Bodette
Erin Jeanne Buhrow
Christina Marie Cattey
Julia Maria Flores
Jose Elias Garcia
Adam Nicholas Hall
Jamie Holifield
Hallie Elizabeth Houge
Mark Lawrence Johnson
Blair Allison Kath
Melissa M. Mays
Chana Suzette Messerman
Marie Elizabeth Schneider
Elizabeth Sarah Smith
Hilary Frances Taxman
Mauria April Turkowski
Jennifer Ann Wampole
Stephanie Wampole

ECONOMICS  
Master of Arts
Hussam Alkadri
Shuxin Dong
Hui Ge
William James Hall
Alan Jacobson
Jessica Brooke Johnson
Sepideh Saeedi
Milton J. Sarria
John Albert Schwendel Jr.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY  
Master of Science
Katherine Marie Anoyiannakis
Elizabeth Baumgartner
Crystal Becker
Whitney Jean Calvert
Michelle Leigh Cattelan
Marko Cvejic
Margaret Ann Ehlert
Kaitlyn Goth
Candis Haekenkamp
Jenna R. Hietpas
James Holtz
Mazlina Husin
Lucas Dean Jackson
Erin Elizabeth Koplitz
Barbara Shirley Litow
Jennah Noel Loewecke
William McElligott
Alissa Ann Oberschlake
Sonia Marta Pinero
Samuel Reese Purdy
Phyllis Ann Richards
Tim Charles Riffel
Lauren Valerie Roszkowski
Megan Ann Schumann
Marissa Ann Seay
Margaret Rose Starkey
Alec Stermig
Ellen Alexandra Thomas
Audra K. Wendt
Luke Andrew Zammit
Mohammed Abdul-Jalil
Srdjan Acimovic
Erik Andrew Ackerman
Mohannad Abulghaith ALHaidri
Mohammed Aljuboori
Mohammed Abdulqader Jalil AlSalihi
Ashwini Amar Patil
Jayashree Arunkumar
Ryan A. Baumgartner
Moulesh Bhandary
Zhidong Chen
Blake Austin Cook
Thomas John Cross
Matthew Foth
Alex B. Francis
Krishna Sandeep Guntur
Tareq Ashraf Hamed
Takahiko Hasegawa
Murtasha Mohammed Jabbar Jamel
Blake Allen Johnson
Andrew Robert Kaminski
Peter Alan Kinsella
Aleysha Marie Kobliske
Brent Raymond Kriha
Evan Michael Lampe
Christian K. Larson
Zhenze Long
Mohammad MasoudiMotlagh
Mohammad Ghassan Khalil Matar
Sibei Mi
Mohamadreza Moini
Azam NabizadehDarabi
Young Gyu Nam
Michael Knoll Nellen
Joshua W. Olson
Timothy Roger Reichert
Negin Salami
John Anton Schiessl
Stephen Paul Schroeder
Mir Zunaid Shams
Shaohua Shen
Hassan Shokouhi
Jirapa Sorussa
David William Swanson
Benjamin Carl Tesch
Jared Peter Thede
Vladimir Vega Valer
Xuechao Wang
Yi Wang
David Scott Wein
Jinye Xu
Ying Zhu

ENGLISH  
Master of Arts
Peter N. Donahue
Molly Margaret Kessler
Lesley Salas
Jessica Marie Sellin

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION  
Master of Science
Katharine Anne Fischer Maga
Andrea Lea Hoefferle
Jessica Marie Laing
Shana Anle Lucas
Faviola Maria Martinez
Katrina Petzel
Krishana Denise Robinson
MASTER’S DEGREES

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Todd Stephan Brennan
Simon Michael Christensen
Abigail Rachael DeBofsky
Amy Lynn Klamar
Kim M. Kramer
Caroline Margot Mosley
Dylan S. Olson
Joseph Thomas Valencia
Jason Scott Wuerch

GEOGRAPHY
Master of Arts
Nicholas Joel Schuelke

Master of Science
Jana Marie Viel

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science
Steven Michael Greenwood
Na-hyun Jung
Jenna Jo Rolle
Ian William VanDonkelaar
Zachary Thomas Watson

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science
Jwaher Abdullah Almulhem
Eric James Klosterman
Marcin Kubit
Jason S. Woll

HISTORY
Master of Arts
Dana Bertelsen
Michael Robert Gonzales
Elisabeth Ann Kaune
Rosalie Claire Millen
Kelly Jo Noack
Rebecca Putzer
Alexis Smith
Teresa Jean Stenstrup

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations
Trisha Adams
Rachel Grimm
Benjamin Stark

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science
Steve Balog Gayhart
Emily Elizabeth Gerstle
Nathan Thomas Maresh

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts
Christina Kaye Beebe
Alaina Marie Brantner
Maria Fernanda Valerio Capella
Carlotta Generali
Islam Hindi
Timothy John Mackenzie
Shawna C. Rambur
Katherine Marie Sommer
Sandeep Lynn Studler
Kathy Jo Stonebrand

LIBERAL STUDIES
Master of Liberal Studies
Jeffrey William Ehren
Eric W. Jones

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science
Cassie Jo Banaszak
Elizabeth Anne Baumann
Mollie Beaumont
Charles Logan Beck
Elise N. Bellin
Amber Bennett
Annie Lee Bisset
Jacob Marion Bonham
Tracy Briseno
Carmen Brown
Brandi Lynn Canter
Erica Fallon Cavanaugh
Dillon Michael William Christensen
Amber Lynn Clement
Joan Lisa Curbow
Agneszka Czeblakow
Eir Christina Danielson
Kevin Gene Darling
Natalie Marie DeJonghe
Sarah Katherine Duffeck
Shannon Marie Erb
Corey Richard Goethe
Michael Anthony Grande
Kelly Christine Grandon
Alexandra Marie Guentzel
Alaina Mary Guns
Charles Nicholas Harris
Nico M. Hemsley
Hillary Lynn Higgins
Christopher Hogsett
Charles Michael Hosale
Jin Young Hur
Elizabeth Megan Jastrab
Randi Leigh Johnson
Tara Jordan
Megan Rachel Kerrigan
Kimberly Marie Kluge
Andrew James Krause
David Austin Kwasny
Anne Cleary LaRoche
Nicholle Kristine Lindquist
Heather Linehan
Michael A. Maier
Colleen E. Marsh
Justin Timothy McDowell
Susan Marie Menk
Patrick Michael Mulrooney
Rene Shannon Myers
Evan Michael O’Day
Meghan Elise Odegard
Ellen Jean Peterson
Aaron Thomas Raschke
Andrew Ryan
Rachel N. Shermock
Curtis James Smith
Rebecca Taylor
Susan Elizabeth Von Fruke
Helen Lorraine Walden
Tina Marie Williams
MANAGEMENT
Master of Science

Javon Monique Alexander
Kitonga Alexander
Emily Helen Axt
Haili Ba
Yilan Bai
Emily Margaret Baumgartner
Travis Berg
Francis Biebel
Cassandra Ruth Blair
Kristina Marie Bleeke
Brianna Leigh Carr
Peter Joseph Chappy
Sarah Marie Deering
Zachary Daniel Degeneffe
Andrew Jonathan Dicks
Marian Lynette Drew
David Michael Eischen Jr.
Yuan Gao
Michael Vincent Gardner
Laurie Genske
Eugene Allen Groysman
Ying Han
Barry James Hannah
Patrick Ryan Hanrahan
Sara Elizabeth Hartinger
Yuanjing He
Leslie Heisner
Nathan James Henrigillis
Jason William Hilderbrand
Blake Hocken
Cheng Huang
Kelly Elizabeth Jahnz
Timothy David Johnson
Andrew J. Konop
Yu-Sheng Lee
Yining Li
Bing Liu
Zack John Michek
Phillip Mommaerts
Madeleine Joann Montony
Hugo Nguyen
Katy Pasqualini
Nicole Elaine Prochnow
Betty Ray Dukat
Zijun Ren
Noemi Reyes
Cassandra Lynn Rogers
Molly Dvora Rosenblum
Christine Michelle Ruth
Sam Schmidt
Jonny Porsche Steppe
Adam Jonathan Stevenson
Ning Su
Rachel Kathleen Suelflow
Mengling Sun
Eric Thompson
Amit Ugle
Mark Jeffrey Van Eperen
Zhechen Wang
Walter Paul Wenzel
Kimberly Sue Wesley
Andrew Witt
Wenbo Yang
Menghan Yi
Angela E. Young
Yu Zhao
Byron Ziebell

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science

Michael David Madsen
Alexander C. Manion
Cindy L. Nichols
Edward Donald Steltenpohl
Thomas Anthony Ventimiglia

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts

Aras Coskuntuncel
Anna Elizabeth Donatelle
Jinyoung Kim
Stephen F. Kohlmann
Max Neibaur
Simone L. Smith
Nicholas T. Stratton
Robin Frances Turnblom

MUSIC
Master of Music

Sean Anthony Brown
Michael Murphy Fedyszyn
Scott Victor Greger
Allison R. Hull
Joseph John Lecher
Ali Rahmani

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Kristina Marie Bleeke
Sarah Marie Deering
Marian Lynette Drew
Kelly Elizabeth Jahnz
Kimberly Sue Wesley

NURSING
Master of Science

Mercy Ebere Arim

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science

Christine M. Aurit
Karen Ruth Bailey
Rachael Nicole Baumann
Beata Beatrycze De Anda
Brittany Lynn Doerr
Tina Sue Feuerstein
Nicole Franke
Elliot Joesphe Grant
Kristen Marie Grossmeyer
Rachel Christine Hansen
Malorie Kristin Hauch
Rachel Dawn Heath
Dana Hohlweck
Stacy Karls
Andrew Glenn Klouda
Angela Marie Kuchler
Teal Lausten
Emily Hope Robann Longwell-Grice
Koua Lor
Derek Michael Manz
Rachel Mildred McKinley
Amanda May Nielsen
Paula A. Palubicki
Sarah Elizabeth Pesch
Alyssa Edith Schmitz
Ashley Marie Schultz
Jacquelyn Lanah Servi
Lauren Victoria Sewell
Mary Beth Simons
Daniel James Snyder
Anna Julia Wayer
Jacqueline Weber
Amy Sheng Xiong

25
PERFORMING ARTS
Master of Fine Arts
Jennifer Alexander
Tamara Lee Begley
Julie Elizabeth Bordonaro
Isaac Brooks
Sam Johnson
Nicole Tania Wolcott

PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts
Sara Copic
Jack Kingston
Dennis Basil Mulqueen II

PHYSICS
Master of Science
Michael W Bartlein
Joel David Paprocki

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts
Paul Larson

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Jillian E. Austin
Sai He
Katherine R. Karas
Jae Kyoon Kim
Melissa Ann Krabbe
Elaine Joy Mahoney
Tara Ann Miskovich
Brian Pochinski
Stephan Gordon Siwiec
Emily Ann Smedlund
Jennifer J. Tuscher
Jessica Lynn Willadsen
Natasha Elizabeth Wright

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration
Kari Ley Doro
Justin Thomas Schoeneman
Jason Alexander Skonecki
Marion Lawrence Sodnik
Courtney Paulette Thompson
Mark Raymond Yatchak

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health
Kathrine Lynn Barnes
Laura Kathleen Johnson
Stella Jiyoung Kim
Tabatha M. Lee
Ariba Najam
Nusrat Begum Shaik

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work
Amanda Marie Anhalt
Sonia Rose Arrance Axelrod
Brittney Bachorz
Desirae Lynn Bannecke
LaQuera Danielle Barnett
Gina Lynn Becker
Kristi Marie Becker
Abby Sue Bernier
Caley Rose Bertram
Brianne Elizabeth Birtic
Tiffany Antoinette Blackmon
Katelyn Heather Blair
Carolyn Dawn Brady
Ryan Jeffrey Bray
Sarah Bresson
Lindsey Marie Bruins
Allison Erin Cain
Jamie Claire Carter
Abigail Rachel Cohn
Christopher Michael Collingwood
Briana Lynn Cox
Megan Nicole Crass
Takia Cummings
Melissa Caroline Danner
Allison Rae Dreier
Melissa M. DuBois
Cleopatra Echols
Jessica Lynn Edwards
Robert Mooney Gates
Shauna Lynn Gearhart
Shannon Grace Gessler
Kala Marie Hackbarth
Lauren Beth Heller
Paige Rene Hoeffert
Nicole Anna Holtz
Kristina E. Janik
Danielle S. Jauregui
Nils A. Johansen
Katherine Lynn John
Kari Leigh Klatt
Samuel Robert Krebsbach
Rebecca Joy Kuster
Latreae Laack
Shalonda Renee LeFlore
Marguarite Jane Marmor
Carly Rae Marohl
Bethany Kristine Matula
Alysha Jo Mayo
Mollie McRae
Lyndsy M. Mirasola
Deva Kathleen Monson-Dupuis
Eileen Elizabeth Newsome
Sarah Theresa Nichols
Ryan George Nolan
Jonnalee Pease
Sarah Penke
Ricardo M. Perez
Natasha Jean Pinkerton
April Lynn Pischke
Nicole Lynn Powers
Angela Redmond
Stephanie Margret Reilly
Sierra Monica Rozmenoski
Margaret Michael Rufflo
Rebecca Ruyle
Amanda Maria Salamanca
Ashley Ann Schaefer
Mari Feld Shelafoe
Michelle Desiree Sherwin
Madeleine Clair Soule
Krista Lynne Stauder
Kristin Marie Stephens
Lacey Ann Sternat
Debra Ann Stuczynski-Sumiec
Brittany Nicole Sutton
Katherine M. Swank Watt
Yolanda Turner-Bender
Diana Vang-Brostoff
Sara Wager
Christina Helen Walrath
Brandon James Weiland
Danielle Louise Weyers
Jenna Mae Wilke
Gina Danielle Winter
Amanda Jane Woldt
Ashley Megan Yungwirth
Kathryn Elizabeth Zettl
Lixia Zhang

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts

Andrew Michael Smith
Erica Kristin Svojse

SPANISH
Master of Arts

Atzin Elizabeth Baires Moctezuma

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning

Thomas S. Fleming
Alexis Gassenhuber
Martin Earl Grasswick
Waleed Ismael
Robert Timothy Lambert

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science

Shannon Rose Kelley
Mehdi Nejatbakhsh
Gestina Tiffany Sewell
Jennifer Lynn Weber

WOMEN’S STUDIES
Master of Arts

Natasha Petro Martin
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Dean Robert Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science

Rabia Aberra
Ryan Joseph Boerst
Jeff Lamar Brown
Zachary Thomas Chybowski
Nolman James Davis
Stephanie Lynn Duppong*
Michael Jeffrey Eggert
Zachary D. Evans
Ryan Michael Evers
Eric Joseph Fleischman
Meaghan Elizabeth Forseth
Anne Marie Frigo
Kayla JoAnn Huth
Jinwook Hwang
Tifanee Lee Jandron
Matthew Jon Janse-Vreeling
Nathaniel Bernard Jones
Anthony Wyatt Lane
Joshua Andrew Leeder
Jamie Lee Lumsden
Gerardo Mora
Asad R. Mustafa
Jordan Michael Nellessen
Spencer Joseph Nelson
Derek Michael Neuman
Jesse James Newton
Claire Olson
Cordaroe Lee Oscar
Ashley Marie Pollex
Benjamin Brian Schaefer
Abby Lynn Steig
Kaitlyn Marie Stein
Kevan Gene Toby
Rachel Leigh Toler*
Melissa Alexandra Torres

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Dean Scott Emmons
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Liala Samir Amin
Haley Corrine Anderson
Severn Joseph Anderson
Carolyn Alyse Ayres
Allie Renee Baryenbruch
Shante Latreece Beets
Courtney Brianna Boehler
Anne Catherine Boyajian
Stephanie Belle Brandt
Taylor Lynn Bucki
Andrew David Buechel
Haley Marie Butler
Chen Chen*
Jesse Cyril Cortez
Ann Judette D'Acquisto
Corin Davidson*
Mary Elizabeth Davison
Kathryn Therese Dean
Natalie Patricia Ergas*
Lauren Jeanette Faust
Andrea June Flynn
Robert Stephen Frutchey
Kevin Gadzalinski
Ethan Alexander Gasper
Jaclyn Christy Gerbenskey
Amanda Ann Gonzales
Nicole Danielle Green
Eric Edmund Grycan
Nicole Renae Hageman*
Monica Lynn Hekenberger*
Jordan A. Hiltz
Haley Elizabeth Horbinski*
Britney Marie Ison
Robert William Jablonski
Jessica Kathleen Janzer*
Caroline Kaiser*
Brock Elliot Kaplan
Benjamin Daniel Kastner*
Briana Elise Keane
Megan Rose Kelsner
Katelyn D. Kinser
Lucas Kale Kohler
Skylar Maire Kroschel*
Carley A. Lamb
Emily Elizabeth Landry
Jordan Michael Larson*
Rosemary Riegert Laughrin
Kevin P. Lawler
Margaret Liesch
Christopher Hansont MacGregor
Barbara Alexandra Maniotis*
Connor Hallet Martin
Kymberly Ann McDaniel*
John Michael McGee
Allison Marie Meinhardt
Kayla M. Michalowski*
Steven Patrick Miosku
Hannah Lee Mitchell*
Emmanuel Morari
Luis Daniel Perez-Cruz
Jamison T. Pinkert
Madeleine Gaia Pitsch
James Lloyd Richardson
Gunther Alphonse Rosentreter
Monique LaDora Ross
Allison Emily Smith
Samantha Smith
Anna D. Spangler
David Ira Stein*
Kathleen Elizabeth Stogin
Nicholas Michael Sumnicht
Samuel John Szymborski
Christopher James Thompson
Wendy K. Vang
Arthur Ray Vannoy*
Keith A. Voit
Matthew Tyler Wakeling
Victoria Marie Wallace
Kristyne Ward
Brett Alastair Westfahl
Sarah Rose Westphalen
Wendy Kate Winter*
Jacob Jordan Wollner
Mai Yer Yang
Ji Hyun Yoon
Katie Nurit Young*
Melissa Ann Ziebart*
Rachael Elayne Zientek
Hector J. Zuno

*Awarded Commencement Honors
SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Timothy L. Smunt
Bachelor of Business Administration

Andres Gabriel Aguilar
Zahra Hassan Al Zayer*
Ryan Charles Alfaro
Ali Abdrabahussain Alshaban
Ahmad Shoqi Alshammasi
Abdullah Sulaiman M Althukair
Zaynab Hassan Alzayer
Benjamin Alan Ament
Walter Anderson
Iesha Austin
Jamie Lee Baake
Joshua Thomas Backus*
Emanuele Vito Badalamenti
Matthew W Bagshaw
Briana M. Balgord
Nicholas J. Balistreri
Stephen Christopher Bares
Cameron Phillip Bauer
Nicholas John Buzan
Michael Ray Gustave Bednarz*
James Nicholas Berger
Richard Raymond Berger
Trent Lee Berglund*
Dylan James Bialas
Alison Jean Biedrzycki*
Leyla Irem Birlık*
Ross Brian Blazer
Sabrina Marie Bolyard
Stacy Bonesho
Ross Nathan Borenstein
Elise Kathryn Borgardt
Ben Richard Bosworth
Nicholas James Brauer*
Mark Steven Brock
Danielle-Lynne Marie Brunet
Lini Tara Carlton
Anthony Reno Carrasco
Peter Allan Chaplin
Jacob J. Charleston
Yi-Chen Chen
Jackson Earl Chesbro
Hae Yong Chung

Alex B. Courtney
Anthony M Covelli
Meghan C. Crouse
Denis Dhiman
Lindsay Jill Edenharder
Jon Patrick Edquist
Lawrence Ehlen*
Riley David Eichhorn
Zachary Ulrich Essmann
Robert Allen Fabry*
Cameron Farley*
Arthur Fedotov
Kevin James Ferron
Domenique Danyell Firley
Lawrence Micheal Flanary
Karly Maria Flessas*
Brett William Gaertner
Matthew David Gardner
Christopher William Garrison
Chris M. Gavrin
Usman Siddiq Ghaffar
Cristobal Gonzalez
Luke James Goodnetter
Vincent James Graham
Steve Gordon Graycarek
Amanda Jo Griep
Lavenia L Griffin*
Shane A. Grove
Matthew Robert Gruber*
Ashley Marie Guse
Kenan Saleh Hamadi
Kayleigh Hamm
Shuo Han
Bokun Han*
Reid Michael Hansen
Theodore Donald Hansen
Annalise Harrison
Justin Taylor Hartmann
Robert Richard Hennes
Aaron Francis Hernandez
Nathan R. Hertel
Gregory John Hinkforth
Brittany Rae Hohler
Carli Lee Holen
Lukas Henry James Holzbauer
Adam Peter Holzwar
Andriy Hrablyuk
Lauren Elizabeth Humphreys

Donald Ingalls
Mohammed J. Jaber
Tiera Layanna Jacobs
Alyssa Johnson
Sansaray Rita Lorain Johnson
Nicholas Joseph Kalinka
Alexander Kasprzak*
Jacob Michael Keefe
Bradley Michael Keenan
Kong Chi Khang
Michael Paul Koenigs
Thomas James Kondziella
Matt Kopecko*
Emily Jeanne Kreger
Laura Beth Kroeger
Bryon Joseph Krueger
Daniela Kutlaca
Melysssa Marie La Macchia*
Heidi Welsch Lagerman
Randolph Jes Lange
Courtney Lanza
Luke Anthony LatAMEC
Jonathan David Launder
Steven Lederman
Andrew Jon Leinfelder
Jake William Lewis
Lucas John Lertz
Maxwell John Lietzau
Amanda Lynn Lisiak
Logan Thomas Lockard
Gerard William Lonzano
Christopher Adam Luccas
Tyler A. Lynch*
Richard Stephen Mac Kenzie
Parker Warren Macareno
Bryan Thomas Mahlstadt
Tatsiana A. Malakhouskaya*
Jasmine Marion
Julia Caroline Markiewicz
Jordan Edward Masliah
Jarred Andre Matthews
Marisa Aryn Matthiesen
Michael McGinn
Megan Marie Michaels
Bryce Taylor Mikkelson
Arlı Yusuf Mohamed
Brian Robert Moran
Ryan Morgan

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**SHELDON B. LUBAR SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

Scott Anthony Muehlenberg
David Kiprop Mugun
Christian Michael Mullarkey
Manis Patrick Mullarkey
Jennifer Ann Murphy
Sarah Frances Muskevitsch
Alyssa Marge Nelson
Robert Nelson
Nadezhda Nenasheva
Rachel Marie Neuberger*
Huy Thanh Nguyen
Matthew William Niquette
Lucas James Nowicki
Jacob Scott O’Brien
Jessica Jo Oppermann
Trevor Timothy Opps
Michael Ortlieb
Maxwell Reed Oster
Xingzhuo Ouyang
Kristen Danielle Passehl
Ted Paulbeck
Brett Alan Peplinski
Jessica Lauren Pfeiffer
Mark Anthony Pokriefke
Ryan V. Pope
Steven Taylor Preston
David W. Quale*
James Michael Raiche*
Kevin Anthony Rank
Emily Anne Marcetic Raychel
Zachary Paul Rewasiewicz
Ryne P. Riesterer
Juliayn Lin Rietzler*
Keegan Burke Ripp
Joshua Robbins
Anthony Kyle Ripp
Nathan John Robertstad*
Taylor Robinson
Katherine V Rodrigues
Samantha Anne Roeming
Rea Mae Rooney
Christian Rose
Kamran Muhammad Roy
Tabitha Mae Rutherford
Kelly Marie Sanchez
Jonathan Richard Sands
Al-abbas Imad Sarsour
Douglas J. Saugstad
Kevin Thomas Savage
Lisa Michelle Scanlan
Madeline Jean Schafer
Sarah Jane Schanke*
Luke Anthony Schauer
Frances Livia Schilling
Terrence Reid Schliepp
Elizabeth Ann Schoewe
Joseph Michael Schreiner
Adam Christopher Seitz
Erica Ann Sennott*
Justin Scott Settersten
Sara Nafez Shehadeh
Timothy Dennis Shore Jr.
Amrit Singh
Jordan Douglas Sirek
Mengyuan Song
Carole Anne Sorensen
Todd Michael Spence
Nicole Ann Spiel
Jared L. Standorf
Kelsey Lynn Stefanczyk
Michael John Stockinger*
Morgan Leanne Strick
Saeko Suzuki*
Brett Richard Swenson
Jacob Alexander Szczecz
Yana Tatintseva
Bradley Paul Tehan
Roberto Jesus Tejeda
Timothy P. Thiel
Devon J. Thomas*
Mwanje Bernel Thompson
Starla Faustina Thompson
James Michael Tillmann
Cheryl L. Toller
Zeljan Tomasovic
Andrew Thomas Troester*
Abdullah Latif Tugar
Thomas D. Turnquist
Rebecca Ngozi Umeseaka
Kyle Robert Vaclav*
Cole Daniel Vanderleest
Tao Vang
Greg B. Verhagen
Erica Lynn Wachowiak
Robert Russell Weber
Karleen Weid
Conrad James Weissenberger*
Adam Werner
Jon Arthur Willets
Maxwell Clay Williams
Cameron J. Christian Wink
Elizabeth Jean Winnen
Kayla Wolf
Scott David Woytasik
Kasandra Lea Wysocki
Lao Teng Xiong
Vang Xiong
Xeng Xiong
Kong Yang
Matt Yang
Amanda Grace Yogerst
Elizabeth Kate Yorton*
Deshae M. Zanders
Juan Carlos Zaragoza
Justin Eric Ziaja
Heather Ann Zunker

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

Interim Dean Barbara Daley

*Bachelor of Science*

Chelsea Elizabeth Alfsen
Averie Leigh Anderson
Kristin M. Andre
Ashley Lauren Arens
Maggi Mitchell Beck
Alana Rose Berendt
Jinna L. Bertelsen
David Boche
Beverly Yvonne Bonds
Lisa Boskamp*
Richard Bradley
Robin Nicole Brown
Lindsey Nicole Buehler*
Lindsey Sue Charles
Katherine Maria Conrad-Gendloff*
Matt Richard Dalsky
Nathan Bradley Danner
Michael Christopher Elrod
Katherine Elizabeth Fax*
Sarah Lynn Finer
Shannon Bridget Fitzgerald
Jenna Fleury
Rachel Marie Ford

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Baccalaureate Degrees

Domonique Renee Gardner
Teresa Ann Gift*
Emma Mary Greenheck*
Lasuamia Krystal Griffin
Breanne Elizabeth Guzikowski
Jaide Marie Hietpas*
James William Hilgenberg
Jessica K. Hitz*
Lane Michael Holschbach
Carrie Amber Imoehl
Naomi Mahoganey Jackson
Ashley Rose Jamar*
Alyssa B. Jicha
Meghan Monique Johnson
Carrie Rose Keuler Josh
Janet Marie Kaeding
Samantha Raylyn Kinney
Caitlin Marie Kolich
Heather Ann Komorowski
Sarah Marie Kuehl
Ashley Marie Larson
Sarah June Leipold
Jessica Anne Leitner*
Jessica Marie Leplla
Elise Nicole LeTendre
Gabrielle Levine*
Megan Marie Linscott
Valerie M. Lyles
Cassandra Lynn Mailhiot*
Jessica Leigh Marnett
Lynn Catherine Mayville
Kermit Lee McClendon
Lindsey Michelle McKeown
Caithlin A. Mcloone
Laura Carissa McNelly
Lauren Michelle Miller*
Susan M. Muehlhans-Karides*
Amanda Rose Muir
Courtney Kristina Oenes
Joseph Douglas Osterman*
Katie Elizabeth Page
Carly Ann Palok
Solana Ashanti Patterson-Ramos
Sara Jeanne Paura
Nadia Ilene Pope
David M Rickett
Yusef Emilio Salameh*
Raifeh Hashem Saqer
Hailey Schwindt*
Danielle Jane Shepstone

Rebecca Elise Simonson*
Jazmyn T. Smith
Naomi Angelic Smith
Carolyn Anne Sorrem
Erika Kay Sterkel*
Emily Kay Stiyer*
Samantha Marie Tadych
Tamar Kaplan Tenenbaum
Lucia I. Torres
Karmyn I. Vandewettering
Cheng Yang
Becki Lynn Walter
Mary B. Wiegers
Jenna Marie Wisdorf
Nickolas John Wismans
Virginia Alexandra Withington
Ka Xiong*
Maiyer Xiong

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Brett Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Mohammed Khalid Abdulaal
Mohammed Samir Abusoud
Zachary John Albert
Saud Nasser Alharqai
Abdullah K. Aljuraisi
Faisal Abdulrazzaq Alsadai
Alex Alt
Brent Elliott Aussprung*
Eric Thomas Bartlein
Lee David Becker
Brett Joel Bevers
Ryan Robert Biankowski
Russ William Biesterfeld
Lance Trygve Brandt
Kyle Robert Bruggink
Esteban Miguel Camacho
Joel Evan Charbonneau
Eric Philip Clark
Clayton James Cloutier*
James J. Cmelak
Jonathon Lawrence Cramer
Clinton Lawrence Cull*
Mahmoud Dakwar
Adisu Dargaso
Samuel Penn Dembinski
Cassandra Leigh Dowling
Russell Gordon Drygalski
Ao Duan
Tristan James Emrich*
Charles Richard Ewert
Dustin Robert Flunker
Ellen Rachel Forde
Johnny Deon Frye
Robert Michael Goricchanaz
Christian Glenn Haban
Labinot Halimi
Sean Michael Harvey
Michael Levi Haufe
August W. Henry
Justin Tyler Hoff
Matthew Paul Hugasian
Mark Christopher Janociak*
John David Johnston*
Jasmine Kaur
Nicholas J Kaye
Samuel P. Kirchner
Cody Richard Knutson
Joel Michael Kolata
Kyle Raymond Kopps
Tyler Jon Krell
Brenden Alexander Kruszka
ByungWook Lee*
Maxwell Charles Leibfried
Kwok-Ho Lo
Michael Jon Lukas*
Matthew Maletta
Sheila Lynn McBain
Kevin Scott Meyer
Brian Daniel Mitchell
Brady Jerome Moe
Mark Moyle
Alexander Joseph Murray*
Eric Paul Nitschke
Andrew John Nugent
Kristian Eric Nygaard
Taylor Andrew O’Connell
Christopher Michael Obermeier
Kyle James Peerenboom
Erica Mae Pliner*
Wyatt Allen Ploetz
Jacob Henry Prather
Ryan John Radike*
Dylan James Reas
Lucas William Resch*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE

Amelia Kay Retrum
Andrew Carl Roemer
Matthew Steven Roesch*
Grant Michael Rogers
Nicholas Michael Romel
Anthonie Roux
Samuel Thomas Rueber
Connor Ryan Sanders
Kevin Ryan Sargent
Mark Schlieder
Jared Daniel Schneider*
Mark Thomas Seidl
Benjamin Joseph Sibley
Kulwant Singh
Joseph Paul Socha
Nickolas Alexander Sternitzky*
Alexandra Nicole Stocker
Cameron John Streff
Andrew Michael Szukalski*
Hnou Thao
Jacob David Thompson
Steven Thomas Trebatoski
Tolghan Tommy Unal
Cheng Vang*
William Lawrence Vorac
Kelvin Vue
Bibek Wagle
Alexander Washburn
Brandon James Wegter
James Michael Wierzbba
Micah Alan Wittman*
Adam Wrass*
Christopher James Zahn
Mark Emilio Zaruba
Kyle Edward Ziegler
Ethan Thomas Zimany
Christopher Zimmer

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH SCIENCES
Interim Dean Paula Rhyner
Bachelor of Science

Nada Alzalloum
Taylor Bradley Billmann
Thomas John Boehm
Kaitlyn Marie Brandenburg
Anthony Phillip Buenuesco
Meghan Nicole Marie Bundy*
Michelle Frances Cicona
Dawn Agnes Cimperman
Tiffinie Cobb
Casey Paul Drover
Audrey L. Elliott
Katherine Elizabet Faber
Marie Elise Fanelli
Matthew Lewis Fitch
Jacob Thomas Ginter
Jeremy Michael Gorgas
Kyle Wayne Hochuli
Cassandra Margaret Housh*
Dylan James Johnson
Amy Katelynn Kauffung*
David Michael Keyes
Craig D. Koeniger
John Kohler
Tyler Jacob Kostrzewa*
Sarina Mae Kyle*
Christopher Jason Lange
Erin Nicole LeRoy
Mariya Litvak
Kristin Amy Ludwig
Kassidi Raye Macak
Zach A Mael
Melissa Janel Murawski
Marissa Jean Otterstatter
Nicole Ann Pacocha
Jessica Peterleus*
Meghan Nichole Peterson*
Ashley Betty Placke*
Jenna Leigh Robbe*
Kaitlyn Rogacheski
Jessica Lee Sarozek
Alex Marie Schewe
Ryan Matthew Solberg
Elliott John Spierings
Elizabeth Kristen Stein

Molly Elinor Storm*
Sarah Marie Tighe
Bridgette Anna Unger
Rebecca Jean Yokosh*
Nicolas Mark Zahn

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION
STUDIES
Dean Tomas Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information
Science Technology

Babajide Ajibade
Katelyn Brittain
Mitchell Andrew Carter
Taj Dahl
Nicoles Davies*
Devon Michael DeVoss
Michael William Dugan
Anthony Micheal Ferrari
Spencer George
Joseph Peter Gollakner
Mitchell Joseph Griffin
Brian Lee Hale
Eric Joseph Harroun
Chang Her
Anthony Nelson Hernandez
Matthew Ryan Hiitola*
Kathleen Marie Hogden*
Ryan Matthew Jenson
Alexander Thomas Jeske
Brandon Micheal Johnson
Brian Jutrzonka
Michael T. Keller
Ashley Ann Kempker
Ashley Kritzeck*
Kristina Ashley Krizan
Ashley Lee Lederhause
David James Leduc
Desmond London
Robert Alexander McDonald
Salvatore Arthur Montini
Christopher David Netz
Shane Michael Nicely
Milin S. Patel
Justin Matthew Patten
Mason Pope
Ivan Romero
Melvin Curtis Saffold

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Joshua S. Sasman
Fred Scaife
Chris Trifone Scattaglia
Benjamin Daniel Schmitt
Montgomery Schmitt*
Ashley Nicole Schuett
Eric Schuh
Benjamin David Specht*
Jimmy P. Thao
Brian Michael Thompson*
Sara Lynn Van Lieshout
B-Jee Vang*
Douglas Vincent Waara
Josephine Pearl Weiss
Aaron M. Williams*
Alan R. Williams
Coron Lamar Woods
Blong Yang
Pang Kou Yang
John Zelinski

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science

Lauren Marie Abramowski
Jacob S. Abrams
Jennifer K. Adamec
Marina L. Adamskaya
Fauzan M. Ali
Ariella Isabel Allen
Luis Alberto Altamirano
Kodjo Jean-Jacques Amedome
Scott Ryan Andersen
Kallan Lee Anderson*
Samantha Michelle Anderson*
Sean Edward Anderson
Gage Daniel Andres
Kelly Marie Andresen
Megan Ruth Ashbrenner
Marissa Alison Asman
Natalia Mavis Attwell
Ryan Augustin
Rea Mae Panit Azcuetta
Michael John Backes
Michael William Backhaus
Kyle David Bacon
Evan Ridgely Baldwin
Elizabeth Aubrey Barrie*
Emily Arlene Bauer
Zachary Peyton Beaver*
Tyler James Beck
Nicole Anne Bedner
Kendall Joy Behnke
Colleen Marie Benes
Caitlyn Elizabeth Bestwin
Alexander Arturo Betances
Jamie Stephanie Bezak
Kaila Querida Binger
Stephen Robert Blanck
Geraud Anthony Blanks
Emma Kiser Blankschein
Megan Mary Blaschka
Jared Gregory Blommel*
Tad Bollman*
Natalie Bolton
Lucie Marie Borden
Kristyn Coral Botic
Trevor Lee Bowman
Megan Lynn Bray
Marissa Isabelle Briceno
Michael Matthew Brown
Brandon Michael Bruch
William Campbell Bryant
Alyssa Marie Budzinski
Alexx Buffalo
Gabrielle Ann Bunker
Jordan Anthony Burich*
Michael Albert Caiati
Aseanti Neizsa Calhoun
Nicole Calloway
James Michael Cameron*
Karen Elizabeth Canido
Maria del Carmen Carrasco-Webster
Janee Cherie Carter
Evan Robert Chamberlain*
Claire Elise Chartrand
Andrea Chavez
Philip Charles Chinn
Chelsie Noel Chmielewski
Eunbyul Cho
Chadwick Joseph Clickner
Melissa Conrardy
Cecilia Christian Cook
Alannah Marie Crabb
Kimberli Diane Craft
Eric Gregory Czaplicki
Annmarie Dahlberg
Elizabeth Davis
Danielle Marie De La Cruz
Ron Lyle Deines
Zachary Maurice DesJarlais
Samantha Rae Desmore
Marilee Devries
Aliena Sahai Dieckmann
Alyssia Nicole DiMatteo
Sinceree Dixon
Tanja Djordjevic Tomasovic
Alicia Noel Doberstein
Jessica Marie Dompke*
Daniel Patrick Driessen
Michael John Drummond
Amy Lee Dryfka
Christopher Robert Dudley
William Dumas
Devante Steven Dunson
Hannah Lee Dvorak
Elliot Wrede Ehlers
James Clarke Elliott
Jacob Mikulich Ellis
Ryan Michael Emery
Ian Michael Evans
Lauren Fahl
Helena Marie Fahnrich
Benjamin Michael Fakler
Joseph George Felgenhauer*
Alyssa R. Felker
Alexander Luis Figueroa
Anthony David Finger
Michael Jonathon Fischbach
Andrew Charles Fischer
Shannon Leigh Ford
Tyler Dean Ford
Kyle Christian Forsberg*
Carly Rebecca Fortier
James W Franck
Erin Grace Franzen
Katja Elisabeth Gagnon
Courtney Leigh Gauert*
Sarah Louise Gebel
Jake Aaron Gertz*
Samantha Geyer*
Nico B. Giacomantonio
Rhiannon Lea Giera
Shady Girgis*
Aaron Michael Glander
Louis Theodore Glotfelty*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE**

Ryan Michael Glynn
Ella Marion Gorgan*
Devani Shanese Gounden
Samantha Renee Graichen
Kayleigh Marie Gray
Beau William Grimeslid
Robin E. Groh
Nickolas John Gygga
Carolyn Elizabeth Gulatz*
Michael Terell Guster
Elizabeth Mary Hamm
Alyia Patrice Hammond-Williams
Ann Michele Hancock*
Amanda Marie Harper*
Angela Denise Harris
Cassandra Sue Harris
Kamisha Nicole Harris
Travienna Christine Harvey
Kevin Matthew Hawkins*
Ian Michael Hawley
Renee Nicole Hayes*
Heidi Klessig Heimerl
Luke Anthony Helgerson
Brianne M. Hemingway*
Benjamin John Hemken
Konnie Her
Pa Houa Her
Fernando Armando Hernandez
Alan G. Herrera
Bret Ryan Hertzberg
Amber Lauren Herzog
Rachel Allen Hetland
Hal Hinderliter*
Ethan James Hintz
Amanda Lynn Hitchcock
Ian Thomas Hoeffler
Dana Marie Holm
Hannah Marie Holz
Kasee Morgan Homolka
Benjamin Hoyt
Anne Carolyn Huebschen
James Cecil Huntley
Jessica Huston
Denise Rosalee Hylton-Leetzi
Jamie Lynn Hynek
Margaret Lee Iken
Eman Hashem Jaber
Ashley Taren Jacob
Norma Lilia Jaime
Michael Jakubiak*
Brian Joseph Janichke
Ashley Kay Janny
Jacob A. Jansky
Christopher Edwin Jenkins
Jeffrey William Jensen*
NuRi Jeong*
Bryan James Jerde*
Adam John Jeschke
Amanda Robin Jeske*
Adam Michael Johnson
Eric Paul Johnson*
Jessica Johnson
Oliver Ross Johnson
Tyler Kenneth Johnson
Alexandra Therese Jones
Demarco Dejuan Jones
Emily Kay Joynt*
Rebecca Jump
Samuel Lewis Kacala
Jonathan Frank Kaiser*
Mary Elizabeth Kappus
Dillon Robert Kass
Katelyn Amanda Kassel*
Joseph Kay
Cassandra Kay Keller
Jamie Lynn Kelling*
Erin Elizabeth Kemps
Eric Joseph Kendall*
Emily Jean Kennedy-Hettwer*
Priscilla Rani Kennedy*
David A. Anthony Kidd
Rebecca Ann Kidd*
Jin K. Kim
Christopher M Kirchner*
Jennifer Anne Kirkpatrick
Andrew Klain
Carly Joelle Klein*
Heather A Klewicki
Alexander Frederick Knox
Lee James Knudtson
Rhiannon Elizabeth Kohloff*
Kevin Andrew Kolesari*
Emily Ruth Kopp
Zachary Ryan Kordsmeier
Brett Steven Kornacki*
Ashley Suzanne Kosz
Jennifer Kraemer
Rebecca Gail Kramer
Maegan Eli Krause
Nathan Albert Kramer*
Megan Catherine Kress*
Daniel James Kruplo
John Jacob Kubeny
Bethany Jennifer Kubiak
Katie May Kuchenreuther
Mary Ena Kuyvenhoven
Jeremy Michael La Che
Sarah Ashley LaDuke
Lacey Landwehr
Colton Larson
Devin Pesola Last
Tamara Kay Lavender
Jaclyn Nicole Lawrenz*
Kyle Thanh Le
Heather Marie Leair*
Elizabeth Ann Leberfing
James Lechus*
Elizabeth Anne Leeman*
Jason Marc LeGear
Taylor Lee Leitinger
Clayton Levi Leslie
Marjorie Ann Lesofsky*
Carlie Ann Levenhagen
Maxamillian Tylor Liedtke
Sara Marie Lind
Michael James Lindgren
Phong Lo
Danielle Andrea Long
Ford Christopher Lonning
Griselda Lopez
Nurul Nabila Lukman
Hannah Nancy Lyzzaik
Brian Patrick Malloy
Todd Malone
Annelise Claire Mankowski
Brittany Michele Mann
Joshua Tyler March
Kendra Monique Marshall
Ian Michael Martin
Kyle Michael Martin
Andrew Haydn Martins
Joseph John Mattefs
Anne Elizabeth Matteucci
Elizabeth S. McComb
Kelsey Lorraine McAdams*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Zachary Lee McCoy
Logan Michael McDermott
Benjamin James McDonald
Kali Ann Frances McDonnell*
Robin Jeanette McGuigan
Clare Catherine McGuire
Shani Lauren McKay
Samantha Nicole McKee
Kelsey Erin McKibben
Adam Lee McSorley
Kaylee Christine Meisinger
Alyssa Nicole Merk
Carly Jeanne Meuer
Andrew Robert Mielcarek
Carolyn Serina Milburn
Meredith Verret Milburn
Halley Jo Minser
Anum Mohammad*
Lena Elizabeth Mohr
Erin Renee Molkentin
Brianna Dawn Moon-Mayhew
Matt David Moore
Rachel Ann Moore
Melany Morales
Tessa Marie Morford
Annalise Caitlin Morkri
Claudio Nicolas Moya
Seana Kae Mueller
Alyssa Kaylee Mulder
Shea Padraic Mulligan
Alex Ryan Mullihan
Tyler Jared Mundt
Brendan Balsiiterri Murphy
Jessica Frances Mutsch
Moriah Alexis Myles
Aleksandr Nebrat*
Andrew Steven Neis*
Angela Marie Nelson
Thomas Clay Nesler
Trevor Allen Nettles
Blake Anthony Neuburg*
Joseph Edgar Newell
Ardita Hajrije Neziri
Katharine Ann Nightingale
Glenn Ryan Niles
Constance Courtney Nimmo
Tyler Joseph Norwood
Jessica Lynn O'Halloran
Amanda Elizabeth Olson
Eric James Olson
Samantha Christine Omelian*
Ryan Ubachi Onwukwe
Jeff Origon
Juan Carlos Ornelas
Norma Alejandra Ortiz
Maria Jeanne Paccagnan
Max Michael Pascale
Nicole Cecelia Pasquesi
Allyson Marie Paulson
Dereya Pedersen
Kelly Lynn Person
Elizabeth Rose Peters
Jesse Michael Peterson
Amber Nicole Pfeiffer*
Devan Pinion
Brooke Elizabeth Pirkov
Lauren Plamann*
Jessica Lynne Pledge*
Trevor James Poppe
Tegan Theresa Potterton
Joshua Victor Preston
Matthew Joseph Proctor-Brown
John Joseph Fredrick Pugel
Kathryn Jean Puhek
Valerie Kathryn Pusa
Syed Abdul Qadir
Whitney D Qualls
John Joseph Quarrie
Jazmyne Elizabeth Queen
Carolynn Sue Rafa Todd*
Andrea Rakoczy*
Sydnee Elizabeth Rausch*
Jonathan Lewis Reich*
Margaret Elsa Reichertz
Abigail Reikowski
Jacob E. Reilly
Steven James Reinhardt
Chad Eric Rentmeester
Abbie C Repinski
Nikolaus Peter Rettinger
Erik D. Reyes
Molly O'Brien Riegert*
Heather Ann Riviere
Shawn Robert Robbins*
Yajaira Rodriguez
Jacob Andrew Rohde
Eric Anthony Rolfsen
Melissa Catherine Rome
Davina JoAnne Rosa-Collins
Samantha Jeanne Rosario
Rachel S Rozman
Sarah Jane Runser*
Bo Thomas Sadowske
Enica Charisse Saffold
Huthaifah Nasr Salamin
Laura Julissa Saldana
David Carter Salmon
Jodie Hannah Saltzman
Angelica Maria Sanchez Mora
Sandra Santiago
Michael James Sara
Albaraa M Sarsour
Danny Lawrence Sarpella*
Sarah E. Schafer
Joshua Christopher Schanen*
Al Schanowski
Derek Wesly Scheller
Amanda Janell Schicker
Sarah A. Schild
Sophia Schmidt
Stephanie Eileen Schmidt
Katherine Louise Schmitz
Mark Schmitz
Mark Daniel Schonenberg
William James Ravetto Schroeder
Katherine A. Schubert
Heather Louise Schweissinger
Monica M. Scott*
Mackenzie Hope Seidl
Ian D. Shafer
Elliot James Shaw
Austin Edward Simarski
Michael Andrew Skeels
Michelle Lee Skrobis
Christina Marie Smith
Kristy Marie Sorensen
Karl Oscar Sorvick
Stephanie Christine Spading*
Nicole Spangler
Carly Ann Spotts
Lauren Marie Stark
Lindsy Jane Stark
Aaron J. Staszak
Sara Lane Stern
Desiree Suntia Stokes
Alexandra Elizabeth Sturycz
Kathryn M. Sukup
Gabrielle Sulikowski
Zakareah Michael Talebi
Lauren Taylor-Gross

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE**

Matt Malin Taylor*
Hannah Lynn Terpening
Aimee L. Therrian
Megan Elizabeth Thornton
Nicholas David Tillman
Simranjeet Kaur Toor
Lance M Trautman
Vania Trejo
Daniel Trester
Amber Trucke
Chelsea L Truntz
Elizabeth Lee Tryon
Harrison Todd Turner*
Leah Uecker*
Karissa Megan Uelmen
Faviola Valadez
Colin Everett Van Ert
Jason R. Van Roo*
Morgan Lee Van Straten
Abigail Kathryn Veitch
Nicole Anna Wahlgorg
Marcus Evan Walz
Samuel Kane Webb
Bethany Lynn Weber
David Brian Weber
Justin Lee Weiland
Kimberly Frances Wenzel
Matthew Thomas Werderitch*
Dylan Westphal
Campbell Rae White
Melissa Lee Whyte*
Marie Elizabeth Wierzbinski
Magen May Wietzel
John V. Wilhelm
Jason Wilkerson
Haley Nicole Williams*
Jenna Rose Williams
Todd Thomas Willis
Joshua Paul Wolf
Samantha Leigh Woller
Julia Wong*
Ger Kong Xiong
Janeih Yafai*
Feng Yang
Karrisa Yang

Mai-Sher Jessica Yang
Gabrielle Yank
Rita Mary Zebian*
Tyann Zehms
Andrew David Zimmermann
Kyle James Zittel
Gabrielle Louise Zmich

**COLLEGE OF NURSING**

Dean Sally P. Lundeen

Bachelor of Science

Lindsay Marie Abram*
Olaschinde Gabriel Akande
Diana Jean Andreoni
Stephanie Erin Arthur
Christa Estelle Aydelotte*
Jennifer Michelle Balzer*
Hayli Marie Barber*
Haley Michele Blum
Jennifer Blum
Theresa Ann Brandt*
Richard C. Brown*
Nanette Marie Cambronero
Rebecca Anne Childre*
Eric Daniel Christiansen*
Emily Elizabeth Chung*
Mitchell Lee Curless
Jeremy Michael Dolan
Rachel E. Egan
Richard Alan Ehrhardt*
Shannon Foat*
Elizabeth Lynne Gasser
Aubrei Danielle Gray
Diane Hakanen
Bianca Marie Haney*
Schyler Jordan Hanson*
Tiffany Harris
Eric Edwin Hetzel
Laura Hogan
Jaymie Lynn Howard
Lindsay Marie Huffman*
Christine Ann Hunter*
Mary Margaret Johnson
Cory Arden Kannenberg
Christa Klarer*
Cassandra Chelsea Kutchera
Gabriella Nicole Lallave*
Stephanie Ellen Lepage
Andrea Kaye Lesniak
Amanda Rose Lindstrom
Jodi S Macaluso
Sarah Christine Majors*
Kelsey Lorraine McAdams*
Maggie Lynn McAdams
Robert Allen McAdams
Marissa Elizabeth McDonald*
Elizabeth Anne Menzel*
Penelope V. Mesoloras
Jesse Meyer*
Morgan Elyce Miller*
Julianne Elizabeth Milne
Alayna R. Mitteness
Jean Marie Murphy
Samantha Leigh Nagel*
Caitlin M Nizennansi
Arielle Mae Olstad
Savanna M. Perez*
Melissa Jean Phillips
Nico Marie Pickart
Matthew Thomas Povlich
Herbert Carl Raasch
Marissa Ann Ragner*
Saif Rasheed
Matthew Reher*
Whitney Elizabeth Reynolds
Nikolas Ade Roeszler
Andrea Elaine Rosenbecker*
Sarah Marie Rudolph*
Holly Marie Rupp
Jill Maureen Saxton
Brenda Schallhorn
Melissa A. Schlei*
Katherine Joy Schmidt
Ryan Andrew Schmidt*
Kimberly Schwall*
Brent William Schwartz*
Shauna Sue Seefeldt*
Daniel Stuart Senger
Tamara Lee Smith
Katie Frances Stapleton*
Brandon Thomas Stout*
Vang Thao
Michele Thiessenhusen
Tanya Thompson*
Amy Noelle Tolbert*
Robyn Christine Treder
Moua Vang*

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Baccalaureate Degrees

Wa Vang
Hanna Elizabeth Vedvig*
Amanda Elise Whaley*
Kimberly Jo Williams*
Brenna Elizabeth Wodenka
Jessica Ruth Wynn
Shue Long Xiong
Jennifer Lynn Zander*
Melissa Ann Ziegler*
Amy L. Zingsheim*

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Emmanuel Adams
Kimberly Ann Alberti
Gabriel Aleman
Shanice Lynette Arce
Jennifer Elaine Beamon
Ryan Gregory Benavides
Leslie Berry
Michael Allen Boettcher
Erjola Borici
Krystal Marie Bourgeois*
Catherine Ashley Bowron
Amy Lynn Brum*
Eduard Bunaciu
Katrina M. Chipp-weise
Geoff Albert Cimpl
Sean Stephen Cottini
Tyler John Dahl
Maurice Dantail Dean
Andrea Rose Dunn
Kanesha Latrice Durr
Stephanie A. Engle
Luke Erdman Falk
Richard Ray Franz
Katie Lynn Gauthier
Amanda Mary Germain*
Marissa Nicole Gold
Ellisha Carol Gosselin
Yamira Govani
Corissa Lauralane Griffith
Bryan John Groshek
Lucas Daniel Gudenschwager
Ryan Spencer Gullickson

Adam Michael Halase
Stuart Donovan Halstead
Johnny Hang
Marina Hartman
Anna Elise Hawkins
Nichole Marie Holst
Juliana Maria Horning
Lauren Nicole Jones
Anthony David Kasta
Jeffery Wayne Keys
Ryan Spencer Kinlow
Jonathan Michael Klein
Nicole Thea Kontos
Alexander Henry Koritzinsky*
Sam Eric Krause
Natalie Caitlin Kusch*
Amy Ladick
Jazmin Marie Lamar
Ellen Elizabeth Leopold*
Stephanie Marie Levenhagen
Yadira Sorel Lopez
LeAnne Katie Loveless
Kelsey Jo Lucering*
Chung Quang Mai
Joshua T Marino
Elizabeth Joyce Martine
Michael Jeffrey Mathieus
John Francis McCormick
Christopher Jeffrey Miller
Ashley Marie Parks
Kellie Ann Pero
Ryan Charles Petersen
Johanna Irene Ploeger*
Rebecca Ann Pope
Dominick Ratkowski*
Ruthanna Rose Ringel*
Krystal Roberts
English A. Ruffin
James Joseph Ruth
Jena Rutherford
Lisa A. Schiller
Lindy Mae Schrader
Justin Andrew Schuller
Eugene Marcuse Stadler
Lesley Kristine Steinmetz
Jasmine Stocki
Carl Alan Straate
Torian Michael Suggs
Xeng Thao

Dan Anthony Tutino
Markesha Marie Walker
Courtney Lorraine Wallace
James D. Ward
Kimberly Viveca Watson
Kahlea Xiomara Williams
Matthew Robert Witon
Vanessa Marie Wright-Cybel
Bao Xiong
Chia Yang
Anna Martha Zaganczyk
Kelsey Marie Zelinski
Ashley Zoril
Taylor Mackenzie Zube

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible.

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Paul W. Rediske, Chief Marshal, Department of Internal Audit  
M. Suzanne Abler, School of Public Health  
Shirley J. Burks, Department of Governmental Affairs  
Gary C. Cooper, College of Letters & Science  
Deanna S. Ding, College of Letters & Science  
Keri L. Duce, University Relations  
Gregory A. Habeck, University Police  
Timothy Hathaway, Center for International Education  
Scott A. Hoffland, Restaurant Operations  
Travis L. Jones, Academic Opportunity Center  
Dusko V. Josifovski, College of Engineering & Applied Science  
Kim M. Omachinski, Center for International Education*  
Michelle M. Schoenecker, Graduate School  
Kim M. Silbersack, UWM Libraries  
Ramona M. Sledge, Black Cultural Center  
Joel P. Spiess, Office of Student Life  
Laura A. Stark, College of Letters & Science  
Katherine L. Steinbach, Department of Recruitment & Outreach  
Dorrie K. Unertl, College of Letters & Science  
Linda F. Walker, Career Development Center  
Gwyn E. Wallander, College of Letters & Science  
Betty A. Warras, College of Engineering & Applied Science*  
Deanna L. Wesolowski, Foreign Languages & Literature  
Seth J. Zlotocha, Registrar

* Name Reader
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Melissa Armstrong
Karen Huenick
Elizabeth Wick
Stephanie Zito

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Steve Wilke

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
Sergeant Jamie Kuenzi and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Tammy M. Howard, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Arnold
Tim Bain
Sarine Schmidt

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Andrea T. Miller
Cynthia Fitzsimmons
Gillian Drummond

PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony. Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or email at giservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.